Visible Light Communication (VLC) emerges as a new wireless communication technology with appealing benefits not present in radio communication. However, current VLC designs commonly require LED lights to emit shining light beams, which greatly limits the applicable scenarios of VLC (e.g., in a sunny day when indoor lighting is not needed). It also entails high energy overhead and unpleasant visual experiences for mobile devices to transmit data using VLC. We design and develop DarkLight, a new VLC primitive that allows light-based communication to be sustained even when LEDs emit extremely-low luminance. The key idea is to encode data into ultra-short, imperceptible light pulses. We tackle challenges in circuit designs, data encoding/decoding schemes, and DarkLight networking, to efficiently generate and reliably detect ultra-short light pulses using off-the-shelf, low-cost LEDs and photodiodes. Our DarkLight prototype supports 1.3-m distance with 1.6-Kbps data rate. By loosening up VLC’s reliance on visible light beams, DarkLight presents an unconventional direction of VLC design and fundamentally broadens VLC’s application scenarios.

The idea of reusing ubiquitous lights around us for data communication is intriguing. Empowered by Visible Light Communication (VLC) [21, 34], ceiling LED lights serve as wireless access points that provide network connectivity to smart devices (e.g., smartphones) in a room. Exploiting light as a new communication modality, VLC offers 10K times greater bandwidth than radio spectrum, allows highly dense concurrent links because of its directionality, and more importantly, ensures better security/privacy by confining communication within a room since light cannot penetrate walls. A key appealing benefit of VLC is that it is built upon existing lighting infrastructure. It adds data communication as an additional functionality of lights and requires minimal deployment overhead (only attaching a low-cost modulation unit to existing LED lights).

But what happens to data communication when LED lights appear off or dark? As the conventional wisdom goes, communication is no longer sustained. Indeed, existing research on VLC has commonly taken it for granted that light beams are visibly present during data communication. The tight reliance on visible light beams brings two problems in practical scenarios. First, in fact, there are a large number of scenarios where we desire minimal or no indoor lighting (e.g., in a sunny day with bright sunlight leaking through the window, or in the night during our sleep), while our smart devices still demand network connectivity to chirp out small amount of data (e.g., smart thermostats sending temperature data, smart phones staying connected to the Internet for email updates). Current VLC designs fail to maintain communication in these scenarios. Second, when VLC is brought to the world of mobile devices, the reliance on visible light beams not only creates visually unpleasant experiences to users carrying or wearing these devices, but also entails prohibitive energy overhead for mobile devices to transmit data using VLC. Even the low-power LEDs of today’s smartphones consume up to 900 mW [3]. Keeping the LED on quickly drains the device battery. Recent work [37] aims to address this problem by reflecting incoming light beams to transmit data. However, it still requires shining light beams from the ceiling and the reflected light beams remain visually unpleasant to users.

In this paper, we seek to loosen up VLC’s reliance on visible light beams and sustain data communication even when the LED emits extremely-low luminance. To this end, we propose DarkLight, a new VLC primitive that maintains the light-based communication even if the light appears dark or off. The key idea is to encode data into ultra-short light pulses at a high frequency, such that these light pulses are imperceptible to human eyes yet detectable by photodiodes. Any devices equipped with photodiodes can sense the changes in the light pulses and decode data. DarkLight broadens the applicable scenario of VLC, as it serves as a special mode that a VLC link can seamlessly switch to whenever perceivable light beams are not desired (e.g., in a sunny day). Thus, when integrated with VLC’s normal mode where LEDs are visually on, DarkLight allows light-based communication be always-on, regardless of the actual light luminance. Furthermore, with the LED light operating on an ultra-low duty cycle, DarkLight significantly drives down the energy consumption of the LED front end and thus makes VLC more affordable to mobile devices with tight energy budget.

To realize DarkLight in practice, we face three challenges. First, it is non-trivial to generate and detect such ultra-short light pulses using off-the-shelf LEDs and photodiodes. Because of their limited response time and ultra-short pulse duration, the resulting light pulses have not yet reached the peak light intensity of the LED, limiting the communication distance. Second, these ultra-short, sparse light pulses impose challenges on the modulation and demodulation design. Common VLC modulation schemes either fail to keep light pulses imperceptible (e.g., PWM [21]), or lead to very low data rates (e.g., 40 bps) tightly constrained by the ultra-low LED duty cycle. Furthermore, these fragile, ultra-short light pulses are
susceptible to ambient light fluctuations, causing decoding errors. Finally, in a DarkLight network, a DarkLight receiver can perceive light pulses from multiple transmitters. These light pulses can collide at the receiver and cause decoding errors.

We develop a holistic solution including circuit, systems designs and analytical studies to tackle the above challenges. First, we compensate the limited sensitivity of off-the-shelf LEDs and photodiodes with effective driving circuit designs that react sufficiently fast (in nanoseconds) for minimal delay and boost the gain of low-cost photodiodes to improve communication distance. Second, given the ultra-low LED duty cycle, we apply a lightweight yet efficient modulation scheme to maximize the number of bits encoded into each single ultra-short light pulse. We also develop robust demodulation scheme to extract bits reliably from light pulses. Third, we further boost the data rate by exploiting the difference of human visual perception in different ambient light conditions. We subtly adapt the LED duty cycle to current ambient light level, which greatly improves the link rate and yet still maintains the resulting luminance imperceptible. Finally, we extend to a network of DarkLight links, allowing a DarkLight receiver to decode bits from multiple LEDs simultaneously and fine-tuning single link configuration based on analytical results of collision probability.

DarkLight Prototype. We develop a DarkLight prototype, using off-the-shelf, low-cost LEDs (Cree CXA, $7) and photodiodes (Honeywell SD5421, OPT101, $6 - $8). We have systematically examined both its user perception and system performance. Our key findings are as follows:

- With 500-ns light pulses and 0.007% LED duty cycle, a DarkLight LED is indistinguishable from an LED in light-off mode, when users perceive the illuminance on environmental objects in different ambient light conditions;
- DarkLight achieves 1.6 Kbps data rate and supports up to 1.3 m communication distance;
- DarkLight drastically reduces the power consumption of the LED front end from 19.8 W to 104 µW and operates with low-power driving circuits (< 48 mW for the transmitter and < 50 mW for the receiver);
- A DarkLight receiver effectively resolves local conflict and receives data from multiple LED transmitters simultaneously. Its throughput scales almost linearly as the number of perceived LEDs grows.

We greatly advance prior work [48] by boosting the supporting distance from 10 cm to 1.3 m with more sophisticated circuit and system designs. We also systematically study the network of DarkLight links to optimize networkwide performance. Another related work [17] has discussed the standard for lights to appear off and simulated resulting data rates. Our work goes beyond analytical results and simulations by designing and implementing a practical system realizing light-based communication in the dark.

Comparison to RF and Infrared. Radio frequency (RF) and infrared (IR) are alternative communication frequencies that are intrinsically imperceptible. Operating on the visible light spectrum, DarkLight complements them and offers its unique benefits. Compared to RF, DarkLight achieves better security by confining communication within a room as light cannot penetrate the wall. Compared to IR, DarkLight is safer. Prior studies [33, 31] have shown that IR can cause eye safety issues with high power and long exposure time [31]. Specifically, for IR rays with wavelength between 780 and 950 nm (used in IR communication), they can pass through the human cornea and be focused by the lens onto the retina, potentially inducing thermal damage [33]. The principle of DarkLight is in fact general and can be applied to IR to lower its power while maintaining IR communication. Furthermore, IR emitters are not universally available on mobile devices, while cameras, or flashlights, or LED indicators are the norm for mobile devices. DarkLight offers an additional option when IR is not available.

Contributions & Applications. DarkLight sets a new paradigm of light-based communication. It presents a departure from the conventional VLC and fundamentally broadens the application scenarios of VLC. Our work identifies and tackles key systems challenges to realize DarkLight using off-the-shelf, low-cost devices. It also generates far-reaching impact on provoking new ideas on VLC applications. Examples include: 1) visible light sensing [39, 40, 59], which reuses light rays to sense user behaviors. It requires always-on connectivity and yet does not require high data rates. DarkLight can enable 24/7 visible light sensing even when the illumination of LEDs is not needed; 2) wireless authentication reusing built-in LEDs and light sensors on mobile devices. Because of its energy efficiency and high directionality, DarkLight is preferable to its RF alternatives; and 3) connecting smart devices as part of the open web of things [7, 53].

2. CONCEPT AND CHALLENGES

To enable light communication even if light beams are not visually seen, DarkLight exploits the difference between human eye perception and the responsiveness of photodiodes. Next we first overview the concept of DarkLight and then describe the practical challenges to realize the concept.

DarkLight Concept. The capability of human eyes perceiving visible light differs drastically from that of photodiodes. Our eyes perceive light through photoreceptors [20], a specific type of neuron in the retina, which convert light into signals that can stimulate visual perception. Specifically, they absorb photons and trigger change in the cell’s membrane potential. The effect of absorbing a photon lasts 100 ms (for rods) or 10 – 15 ms (for cones). The effects of all photons that are absorbed within a time threshold are added up, which is called temporal summation [20]. In comparison, light sensors, e.g., photodiodes, also convert light into electrical signals, but the lag time of the conversion is far shorter than visual perception. The response time of photodiodes can reach sub-microsecond.

Exploiting the difference in the response time of human eyes and photodiodes, DarkLight encodes data into ultra-short light pulses that stimulate minimal visual perception to human eyes and yet are detectable using off-the-shelf, low-cost photodiodes. These ultra-short light pulses can be generated by reducing an LED light’s duty cycle, which is the percentage of the ON duration $t_{ON}$ in a period $t_{period}$, $d = t_{ON}/t_{period}$. Although lowering the LED’s peak light intensity during its ON state can also decrease the resulting luminance and produce imperceptible light beams, it curtails the communication distance as light luminance degrades over the square of the distance [23]. Thus, to minimize the negative impact on the communication distance, DarkLight tunes only LED’s duty cycle without adjusting its peak intensity.

Practical Challenges. To realize DarkLight using off-the-shelf, low-cost LEDs and photodiodes, we face following challenges. First, generating and detecting such ultra-short, high-intensity light pulses is non-trivial, because off-the-shelf LEDs and photodiodes are limited in their sensitivity. On the LED side, off-the-shelf LED chips do not transition from OFF to ON state instantaneously. The resulting delay for an LED chip to ascend to its peak intensity is referred to as its rise time, which is determined by the LED’s junction capacitance and its driving circuit. If the rise time is much longer
than the light pulse duration, then the LED cannot reach its peak intensity, which can fundamentally limit the distance for photodiodes to detect light pulses. To quantitatively examine the rise times of existing LEDs, we have tested six representative types of LEDs (Figure 1(a)) on the market, ranging from three low-power LEDs with input voltage of 3.3 V to three high-power LEDs with input voltage of 36 V. For each LED, we connect it to a MOSFET to switch it and measure its rise time using a high-end light sensor (Thorlabs PDA10A) and an oscilloscope. Figure 1(b) plots the output voltage of PDA10A over time, where the voltage reflects the actual luminance from each LED. We observe that it takes roughly 1 µs for high-power LEDs to rise to their 90% peak intensity and 500 – 800 ns for low-power LEDs. Although low-power LEDs react faster, their peak luminance is only roughly 5% of that of high-power LEDs. Therefore, given the ultra-short pulse duration (e.g., 500 ns used in DarkLight), the resulting light pulses have a low peak, presenting challenges in their detection.

On the photodiode side, detecting ultra-short light pulses at reasonable distances (e.g., 1 m) requires photodiodes that have sufficiently high gains to support long communication distance and a short response delay not to miss ultra-short light pulses. However, our experiments show that existing low-cost (< $6) photodiodes do not satisfy both criteria. Take two types of photodiodes (OPT101 [50] and Honeywell SD3421) as examples. For each photodiode, we connect it to a 100-kΩ resistor for the same amplification factor. As shown in Figure 2, OPT101 has a higher gain but it takes 800 ns for the sensor to react to light intensity change, meaning that light pulses shorter than 800 ns cannot be detected. On the other hand, the delay of SD3421 is much shorter (< 200 ns) and yet its gain is only 10% of OPT101 dictating a short communication distance. Photodiodes with high gain and fast speed, e.g. avalanche photodiodes, need high reverse voltage (> 100 V) not applicable for mobile devices.

Second, the ultra-low LED duty cycle imposes challenges to the modulation and demodulation design. Common modulation designs either cannot keep the light pulses imperceptible by encoding data into changes of LED duty cycle (e.g., PWM [21]), or result into very low data rates. As an example, for the LED to produce only 0.07 lx illuminance (similar to a room at night with all lights off) at 1-m distance, the LED duty cycle needs to be below 0.0018%. Simply using the On-Off Keying (OOK) modulation [43, 51] results in only 40-bps data rate. With Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK) [38] the data rate is much lower since it requires multiple light pulses to encode data.

When it comes to demodulation, the sparse, short light pulses are vulnerable to ambient light fluctuations, which can be caused by switching on/off another light, a camera flash, or even a floating patch of cloud that covers the sun. These ambient light fluctuations can overwhelm the short light pulses, preventing photodiodes from extracting encoded light pulses from the received superposed light signals. Figure 3 shows an example of the light signals received at a photodiode (Honeywell SD421) 1.5 m away from the LED emitting 800-ns light pulses, while a smartphone with a flashing LED as the interfering light source is swinging by.

Finally, in the presence of multiple DarkLight links, light pulses from different LEDs can collide at the a photodiode, which causes decoding errors. The fact that LEDs are incoherent devices [21] means that we cannot obtain the phase information to differentiate transmitters. Separating light pulses on the frequency domain as shown in prior works [39, 35] is also not applicable because of the encoding inefficiency of FSK in the context of DarkLight. We need to seek effective mechanisms for the receiver to decode data from multiple transmitters.

To address the above challenges, we next present our DarkLight design for a single link (§ 3), followed by the solution and analysis for dealing with multiple transmitters in a DarkLight network (§ 4).
3. DarkLight DESIGN

We design DarkLight with the practical constraints of off-the-shelf LEDs and low-cost photodiodes in mind. By removing the need of specialized LED luminaire and high-end photodiodes that are costly and not widely deployed, we push the DarkLight design to the maximal efficiency and lower the practical barrier for DarkLight to be adopted in practice. The same DarkLight design can be applied to standardized LED and photodiodes with shorter rise/response time, achieving superior performance.

Specifically, from a single link’s point of view, our design goal is to maximize the link data rate while minimizing the resulting luminance to keep light pulses imperceptible to human eyes. At the high level, DarkLight design consists of three core components: 1) effective driving circuit design to generate and detect ultra-short light pulses, 2) efficient and robust modulation/demodulation scheme, and 3) subtle adaptation of LED duty cycle to the ambient light to further boost data rate. Next, we discuss each component in detail.

3.1 Effective Driving Circuit Design

The goal of the driving circuit design is two-fold. On the LED side, we aim to allow the circuit to react super fast (in nanoseconds) to facilitate the generation of light pulses, which last only hundreds of nanoseconds. On the photodiode side, we aim to improve the photodiode gain to support reasonable communication distance.

LED Driving Circuit. Prior VLC system designs [35, 39] commonly use a MOSFET to switch the LED and a micro-controller (e.g., Arduino) to directly drive the gate of the MOSFET. However, to drive MOSFET’s gate quickly, its gate capacitance needs high voltage (e.g., at least 6 V for STFSN52U, a fast power MOSFET with 13.6 ns rise time, 2.25 V beyond its threshold voltage) and high dynamic charging current (hundreds of mA or even amperes [28]), far exceeding the limited output of common micro-controllers (e.g., Arduino UNO outputs 3.3 V or 5V and 20 mA).

To overcome this problem, we combine a MOSFET with a MOSFET gate driver to boost the voltage and charging current to the MOSFET (see Figure 8). The gate voltage $V_{cc}$ plays an important role in determining the ascending speed of LED’s light intensity. To identify the proper $V_{cc}$ value, we test different gate voltages using an off-the-shelf LED (CREE CXA 2520), and measure LED’s light intensity using a high-end light sensor (Thorlabs PDA10A) placed 5 cm away. We use an FPGA to generate 800-ns square pulses for the gate driver and plot the PDA10A output voltage in Figure 4(a). We observe that higher $V_{cc}$ leads to quicker ascending of light intensity and yet the speed improvement is marginal once $V_{cc}$ is above 6 V. Thus we set $V_{cc}$ to 6 V in our implementation.

Photodiode Driving Circuit. To detect ultra-short light pulses, we need photodiodes with low response delay. However, as shown in § 2, such low-cost photodiodes commonly have a low gain, greatly limiting the communication distance. We overcome this problem by judiciously designing the photodiode’s amplifying circuit to boost its gain (see Figure 8). In particular, we use a transimpedance amplifier together with a feedback resistor ($R_f$) that determines the amplifier’s gain. We use a resistor with a high resistance value (1 MΩ) to increase the receiver gain and thus the communication distance. We also add a low pass filter to reduce circuit noise [22, 24]. Figure 4(b) shows the improvement in the receiver gain with our circuit design.

3.2 From Pulses to Bits

Given these ultra-short light pulses, we now examine how to efficiently encode data into these pulses, and more importantly, reliably decode data in the presence of ambient light fluctuation.

Modulation. The sparsity of light pulses imposes a hard constraint on the encoding efficiency. To boost encoding efficiency, we choose to encode bits into the exact starting point (rise edge) of a light pulse in the time domain, which is referred to as the Overlapping Pulse Position Modulation (OPPM) [13]. As an advanced variant of PPM [21], OPPM further increases the number of bits represented by each pulse. Specifically, we divide time into symbols with equal length, where only a single light pulse occurs within a symbol. Each symbol is further divided into 2M time slots. Thus, the exact time slot where the light pulse first occurs represents M bits. OPPM differs from PPM in the configuration of time slot width. OPPM sets L no shorter than the pulse width, while OPPM allows L to be shorter than the pulse, leading to a larger number of time slots within a symbol and thus more bits encoded by a pulse (Figure 5). The rationale is that only the starting point (rising edge) of a pulse is needed to convey the pulse position and represent bits.

Clearly the time slot width L is a key parameter in OPPM. Its configuration faces a tradeoff. A smaller L allows a finer-grained partition of a symbol, packing more bits into a pulse.2 On the other hand, a smaller L is more prone to slot synchronization offset and collision with pulses of other DarkLight links. In § 4.2, we will discuss the configuration of L for different optimization goals in a DarkLight network.

Demodulation. To extract data out of these sparse, ultra-short light pulses, a straightforward method is maximum likelihood decoding [23], where we identify the slot with the highest received light intensity. However, in the presence of ambient light fluctuation, this method can easily end up with locating pulses incorrectly, as shown in Figure 3.

To achieve robust decoding, we leverage the fact that ambient

\[ \text{The minimal } L \text{ is determined by the ADC sampling rate, which specifies the minimal time interval between adjacent samples.} \]
light fluctuates at a much lower speed than the generated light pulses in DarkLight. Thus, we base the pulse detection on the speed of light intensity changes, i.e., the first-order derivatives of the light signals. Simply computing the finite difference (difference between adjacent samples), however, does not accurately capture the derivatives of the underlying signal, because finite difference responds strongly to noise. To address this problem, we leverage Gaussian derivative [46], a standard edge detection technique used in computer vision. It naturally smooths the signal and computes the first-order derivatives more accurately. Specifically, we compute the first-order derivative of a Gaussian function, sample the derivative function, and use the samples as a filter to convolute with the light intensity signals. There are two important parameters in the Gaussian derivative filter: the filter size and the standard deviation ($\sigma$) of the Gaussian function. In our prototype, we set the filter length as five and choose $\sigma = 1$.

Furthermore, the decoding robustness also highly relies on accurate slot alignment. To minimize the slot offset, we insert a preamble before every data packet. The preamble consists of three symbols, each with a light pulse starting in the first time slot. This special preamble pattern is used by the receiver to detect the beginning of a packet, identify the number of slots in each symbol configured by the transmitter, and align subsequent time slots. Even though the symbol number is only 3, the corresponding bit number is around 30. The probability of misdetection is less than $10^{-6}$ if we assume random data. When receiver’s ADC misses sample data points, it creates accumulating errors and causes decoding errors of later pulses. To address this problem, each time we detect a rise edge, we identify the time slot the rise edge belongs to, realign the slot to the rise edge, and shift subsequent samples correspondingly.

### 3.3 Adapting to Ambient Light

Finally, we exploit the impact of ambient light on human vision perception to further boost the data rate of a single DarkLight link. Currently the ultra-low duty cycle $d$ (e.g., $0.007\%$) is the ultimate limiting factor of DarkLight’s data rate, which can be calculated as $d \cdot M/t_{ON}$, where each light pulse represents $M$ bits and $t_{ON}$ is the pulse width. We seek to adapt LED’s duty cycle to ambient light while maintaining light pulses imperceptible. The rationale is that human eyes are more sensitive to light in a dark environment than in a bright condition.\(^3\)

Based on this rationale, we can increase the LED’s duty cycle when ambient light is stronger while keeping light pulses from the LED imperceptible. Such adaptation of the LED duty cycle helps further raise the data rate, since indoor ambient brightness varies greatly within a day, e.g., the illumination of a room can exceed 2000 lx in a sunny day. We next describe the key steps to enable adaptation.

**Sensing the Ambient Light.** To achieve automatic adaptation, transmitters (LEDs) should be able to sense and measure the ambient light intensity. There are two available methods: 1) using the LED itself as a light sensor [50, 43], given that an LED has a similar structure as a photodiode and can also convert photons to electrical current; 2) adding a photodiode alongside the LED chip [37]. Although the first method conceptually has a cleaner setup, it entails two practical limitations. First, an LED is half-duplex and thus has to switch between sensing and transmission. The switching incurs delay in milliseconds, limiting the sensing frequency. Second, to enable LED sensing, we need additional circuit components to isolate the LED driver circuit and amplifier circuit, so that they do not affect each other. It adds control complexity and the isolators consume additional power. Thus, in DarkLight, we choose to add a photodiode alongside the LED. It presents no limits on sensing frequency, simplifies the overall circuit, and lowers the driving circuit energy consumption. To mitigate the photodiode saturation problem, we connect a small feedback resistor in the transimpedance amplifier to form a low-gain receiver (see Figure 8). It allows the transmitter to sense a wide range of indoor ambient light illumination change (e.g., $10^{-7}$ – 2000 lx).

**Adapting the LED Duty Cycle.** Based on the sensed ambient light condition, DarkLight adapts its LED duty cycle using a lookup table. We divide ambient light intensity into $K$ levels and map each ambient light level $i \in [1, K]$ to a LED duty cycle $d_i$, such that $d_i$ is the maximal LED duty cycle that keeps the resulting luminance imperceptible to human eyes under the ambient light level $i$. We build this mapping table through extensive study on user perception (see § 6.1) and store this mapping as a lookup table (Table 1). The transmitter periodically senses the ambient light. Once the ambient light changes across levels, the transmitter then searches through the lookup table to identify the new duty cycle, and adapts accordingly by adjusting the number of slots. Note that we keep the pulse width the same because the change of pulse width changes the communication distance.

**Implications on Demodulation.** With the adaptation described above, the slot number in each symbol, a key parameter used in decoding, can vary. To ensure correct decoding under varying LED duty cycles, the receiver examines the preamble pattern to identify the current duty cycle used by the LED. Specifically, since the first two light pulses in the preamble are both located in the first slot of a symbol, the time interval between these two pulses is the symbol length. Dividing it by the slot width configured in § 4.2 gives the number of slots in each symbol. An alternative approach is to let the DarkLight receiver also sense the ambient brightness and search through the same lookup table to obtain the current duty cycle. This, however, requires the receiver to calibrate with the photodiode at the transmitter. Furthermore, the transmitter and receiver can perceive different ambient light because of the non-uniform illumination distribution in a room caused by shadowing.

### 4. NETWORKING DarkLight

We now move on to a network of DarkLight links, seeking to optimize networkwide performance. Operating on the visible light spectrum, a DarkLight link is inherently directional. However, given the receiver photodiode’s field-of-view (FoV) and LED density, a DarkLight receiver can still likely perceive light pulses from multiple LEDs. Light pulses from multiple LED sources confuse receiver’s decoding. They can also overlap and cause decoding errors. Enforcing link access control is challenging for ceiling LEDs, given that LEDs all face downwards and cannot sense one another’s light rays. Other alternative methods include time-division multi-access (TDMA) control and retransmission upon each collision. However, they greatly sacrifice network throughput.

To address this problem, we develop a mechanism for a DarkLight receiver to separate ultra-short light pulses from different LEDs and decode bits from multiple LEDs simultaneously. Compared to TDMA or retransmission-only methods, it not only boosts a single receiver’s throughput (especially helpful for ceiling LEDs transmitting heavy downlink traffic), but also removes the need to tightly synchronize all LEDs, which can be tricky given the diverse light sources (e.g., LEDs on mobile devices, ceiling LEDs, floor lamps, table lamps, wall lamps, etc) in an environment. Further-

\(^3\)The physiologic explanation is that our retina contains two light-sensitive cells: rod and cone cells. Rods are more sensitive than cones and only mediate our vision at low ambient light levels [42], making eyes more sensitive to light when ambient light is darker.
more, to support visible light sensing, it is crucial for a receiver to perceive lights from multiple LEDs concurrently.

Next, we describe our mechanism to embrace multiple transmitters, followed by collision analysis and single link configuration for optimal networkwide performance.

4.1 Embracing Multiple Transmitters

We aim to allow a receiver to decode bits from light pulses emitted by multiple LEDs simultaneously. Our solution is driven by a simple observation: each LED has its own set of time slots for data encoding, and the rise edges of light pulses from this LED only appear at the beginning of this LED’s time slots. Thus, if a rise edge does not align with the beginning of any slot of this LED, the associated light pulse does not come from this LED. We can then differentiate multiple simultaneous bit streams from different LEDs, as long as their slots do not align perfectly. Next we first examine the actual rise edge offset (i.e., the offset from the start point of its nearest time slot) observed by the receiver, followed by the detail of separating pulses from different LEDs.

Quantifying Rise Edge Offset. The transmitter aligns the rise edges of light pulses perfectly with the beginning of its slots. The receiver, however, can observe offsets because of hardware artifacts. To understand the offset magnitude, we conduct experiments as follows. We instrument the transmitter to send 1024 random OPPM symbols (with 256 slots each). We then sample the light signals with different rates, ranging from 500 KHz to 7.14 MHz. We use the edge detection method in § 3.2 to locate each rise edge, compute the time difference between adjacent rise edges, and derive the time offset as the remainder with a modulus of the time slot width $L$. We calculate the time difference with respect to the previous rise edge instead of the first rise edge to avoid the impact of sampling rate inaccuracy.

Figure 6 plots the offset histogram under different sampling rate. Our key observation is that rise edge offsets are much smaller (within 2 $\mu$s) than the received pulse width (40 $\mu$s) and exhibit roughly a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with a very small variance. The mean is not a perfect zero because the ADC sampling rate is imperfect (artifacts of crystal oscillators). Given that we use the sampling rate to calculate the time difference, when the actual sampling rate is smaller than the nominal sampling rate, the calculated time is underestimated. We can push the mean offset closer to 0 by calibrating the ADC sampling rate. In addition, lower sampling rates lead to slightly larger offsets. The reason is that we locate the rise edge by finding the point with the largest derivative, which means the light signal ascends fastest at this point. With a lower sampling rate, ADC is more likely to miss this point during sampling.

In conclusion, we can experimentally decide the range $\theta$ of the possible rise edge offset, $[\bar{\theta}, \bar{\theta}]$, where $\bar{\theta} = \theta - \vartheta$, and use it to determine whether a pulse is emitted from an LED. For example, for the sampling rate of 1 MS/s, we can set $\bar{\theta} = -1.5 \mu$s and $\vartheta = 1.5 \mu$s.

Identifying Pulse Sources. We refer to the encoded light pulses from a LED as a stream. The DarkLight receiver continuously senses incoming light intensity, identifies pulses’ rise edges, and assigns each rise edge to a stream. Specifically, as shown in Algorithm 1, for a pulse with rise edge starting at $t$, the receiver computes the interval between $t$ and the most recent rise edge of each known stream $i$, and derives the rise edge slot offset $q_i$. This pulse belongs to stream $i$ if only $q_i$ is within the rise edge offset range (i.e., $\bar{\theta} < q_i < \vartheta$). If no such stream is found, this rise edge belongs to a new stream. If this condition holds for multiple streams, then a collision occurs. We refer to such collisions as slot collisions. We will analyze the collision probability in § 4.2.

When rise edges overlap (Figure 7), it is hard to separate them. As a result, they are assigned to one stream and other streams miss pulses in certain symbols. Prior work [30] use the phase information to resolve edge collisions. This method, however, is not applicable here, since LEDs are incoherent light sources [21] and light signals do not own phase information. We solve this problem by buffering the most promising candidate rise edge (i.e., with the smallest rise edge offset) within the coming symbol. If no rise edge is assigned to a stream at the end of its symbol, then the rise edge is assumed to overlap with other rise edges and we decode the symbol using the most promising candidate. Because the rise edge offset with the correct rise edge is very small compared to $L$, we can still decode the symbol correctly. But we do not use this edge for future edge classification and stick to the former edge assigned to the stream.

4.2 Addressing Remaining Collisions

A DarkLight receiver can leverage Algorithm 1 to decode bits from multiple LEDs – let them be synchronous or unsynchronized. If the LEDs are synchronized, we can pre-allocate the slot beginnings evenly such that the rise edges can always be differentiated. With slot slot width $L$ and rise edge offset range $\theta(<<L)$, each DarkLight receiver can separate maximally $\lfloor L/\theta \rfloor$ LEDs. If the LEDs transmit in a laissez-faire fashion, it is possible that the slot offset of two pulse streams is within the rise edge offset range $[\bar{\theta}, \bar{\theta}]$, resulting into slot collisions and making our mechanism unable to separate them. Next we analyze the probability of slot collisions
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\caption{The distribution of rise edge offset (i.e., time difference between the start of a rise edge and the start of its nearest time slot) observed by the DarkLight receiver (Honeywell SD5421 photodiode), under varying sampling rates.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Rise edges of two light pulses overlap at a RX photodiode.}
\end{figure}
Algorithm 1: Identify the source of a new rise edge.

```
input: 1) \( t \), start time of the rise edge to be classified;
2) \( T[i] \), start time of the most recent rise edge of stream \( i \);
3) \( L \): time slot width;
4) \( [\theta, \bar{\theta}] \), rise edge offset range.
output: \( s \), the stream number that the new rise edge is classified to.

```

\[
\begin{align*}
n & = 0 & /* \# \text{ of streams } */ \\
cnt & = 0 \\
k & = 0 \\
\text{for } i \leftarrow 1 \text{ to } n \text{ do} \\
\quad m_i & = \text{round}\left(\frac{T[i] - L}{\bar{\theta}}\right) & /* \text{closest integer } */ \\
\quad q_i & = t - m_i \times \bar{\theta} \\
\quad \text{if } (q_i > 0) \text{ AND } (q_i < \theta) \text{ then} \\
\qquad cnt & = cnt + 1 \\
\qquad k & = i \\
\text{end} \\
\text{if } cnt == 0 & /* \text{new stream } */ \\
\quad n & = n + 1 \\
\quad T[n] & = t \\
\quad s & = n \\
\text{else if } cnt > 1 & /* \text{collision } */ \\
\quad s & = -1 \\
\quad T[k] & = t; \quad s = k; & /* \text{existing stream } */ \\
\end{align*}
```

with unsynchronized LEDs and leverage the analysis to fine-tune single DarkLight link configuration.

**Analyzing Collision Probability.** Assume \( N \) unsynchronized DarkLight transmitters that randomly start their transmissions \( L \) is their slot width and \( \theta \) is the width of the rise edge offset range, we have the following theorem on the probability of slot collisions.

**Theorem 1.** For \( N < [L/\theta] \) unsynchronized DarkLight transmitters perceived by a DarkLight receiver, the probability \( p \) of slot collision (i.e., the time slot offset of two transmitters is shorter than \( \theta \)) is

\[
p = 1 - \left(\frac{L - N \cdot \theta}{L}\right)^{N-1}. \tag{1}
\]

**Proof.** Consider a DarkLight transmitter starting the transmissions and then the other \((N - 1)\) transmitters choose the start times of their time slots within the slot of the first transmitter. A slot collision occurs when any two start times are less than \( \theta \) away. Thus, we can translate the problem into the following: if we randomly put \((N - 1)\) points into a line segment of length \( L \), what is the probability \( p' \) of the resulting \( N \) line segments all longer than \( \theta \)?

To derive \( p' \), let \( x_i \) denote the coordinate of the \( i \)th point. Then the sample space is

\[
0 < x_i < L, \quad \forall i \in [1, N - 1].
\]

The volume \( V \) of the sample space is \( L^{N-1} \), because it is a \((N-1)\)-dimensional cube. On the other hand, the event space \( (i.e., all line segments are longer than \( \theta \)) is

\[
| x_i - x_j | > \theta \quad \forall i \neq j, i, j \in [1, N - 1] \\
\theta < x_i < L - \theta \quad \forall i \in [1, N - 1]
\]

As we show in the Appendix, the volume \( V' \) of the event space is \( (L - N \cdot \theta)\cdot L^{N-1} \). Therefore, we have \( p' = \frac{V}{V'} = \left(\frac{L - N \cdot \theta}{L}\right)^{N-1}, \) and the probability of slot collision is \( 1 - p' \), i.e., \( 1 - \left(\frac{L - N \cdot \theta}{L}\right)^{N-1}. \)

Eq. (1) indicates that slot collisions are less likely to occur with larger time slot width \( L \). A larger \( L \), however, leads to fewer time slots per symbol and thus fewer bits encoded per pulse, as shown in § 3.2. Next we describe how to judiciously configure \( L \) to take into account the network condition and achieve the best tradeoff.

**Configuring Time Slot Width.** Based on the collision probability derived in Theorem 1, we can now compute the expected throughput for each DarkLight link as well as the whole network. This allows us to properly configure the time slot width \( L \) to optimize link performance taking into account the network condition (i.e., LED density, receiver photodiode’s FoV). We discuss two possible objective functions that we can optimize through configuring \( L \).

First, for applications prioritizing throughput, we can configure \( L \) to maximize the expected link throughput. Based on the LED density and receiver photodiode’s FoV, we can estimate the number of LEDs \( N \) that a receiver can perceive. Based on Theorem 1, the probability that a DarkLight link does not collide with others is \( \left(\frac{L - 2 \theta}{L}\right)^{N-1} \). A single link’s throughput without any collision is \( \log_2 \left( \frac{t_{\text{symbol}}}{L} \right) \). Thus, the expected throughput \( \mathbb{E}[Y] \) of a single transmitter is

\[
\mathbb{E}[Y] = \log_2 \left( \frac{t_{\text{symbol}}}{L} \right) \cdot \left(\frac{L - 2 \theta}{L}\right)^{N-1}. \tag{2}
\]

By setting \( \frac{d\mathbb{E}[Y]}{dL} = 0 \), we can numerically derive the optimal slot width \( L^* \) such that \( \frac{d\mathbb{E}[Y]}{dL} = 0 \).

Second, for applications that prioritize reliability, we can configure \( L \) to ensure that the collision probability \( p \) is below a threshold \( \delta \) while maximizing the link data rate. By setting \( 1 - \left(\frac{L - N \cdot \theta}{L}\right)^{N-1} = \delta \), we can derive the optimal \( L^* \) as:

\[
L^* = \frac{N \cdot \theta}{1 - (1 - \delta)^{1/N}}. \tag{3}
\]

Similarly, if only a specific link needs to be highly reliable, we can configure \( L \) to ensure the collision probability of a single link is below a threshold \( \delta \), by setting \( 1 - \left(\frac{L - 2 \theta}{L}\right)^{N-1} = \delta \) to derive the \( L^* = \frac{2 \theta}{1 - (1 - \delta)^{1/N}} \).

The benefit of the above slot configuration depends on the traffic pattern. If the traffic occurs so sparsely that only one LED transmits data most of the time, a shorter slot results in higher throughput. However, when the traffic is heavy (e.g., ceiling LED’s downlink traffic), or when concurrent transmissions are required (e.g., sensing applications), simple retransmission causes frequent collisions, leading to lower network throughput and higher latency. Configuring \( L \) is advantageous by reducing collisions in the first place.

5. DarkLight PROTOTYPE

We build DarkLight prototype following the circuit design in § 3.1. Figure 8 and 9 show the complete circuit for DarkLight transmitter and receiver. In § 6.2, we will measure the power consumption of the circuit.

**Transmitter.** We use off-the-shelf LEDs (integrated array chip-on-board) targeted for indoor illumination. We have tested different models from different manufacturers and they have shown similar timing characteristics. The prices range from $7 to $17. In our prototype, the default LED is Cree CXA 2520. We implement the
Figure 9: Implementation of DarkLight transmitter and receiver on general-purpose PCBs.

Figure 8: The circuit design of DarkLight.

Figure 10: Two viewing scenarios in DarkLight’s user perception study (§ 6.1). In indirect viewing (a), the user naturally looks around the environment, while in direct viewing (b), the user directly stares at the DarkLight transmitter with a lampshade.

Table 1: The mapping table for DarkLight to adapt LED’s duty cycle to the current ambient light condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambient illuminance</th>
<th>LED duty cycle</th>
<th># bits per symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 600 lx</td>
<td>0.007°Fh</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 lx to 1200 lx</td>
<td>0.015%</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 1200 lx</td>
<td>0.031%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. DarkLight EVALUATION

We evaluate DarkLight by examining two aspects: 1) user perception: whether users actually perceive the ultra-low luminance from DarkLight transmitters under varying ambient light conditions, and 2) system performance: DarkLight’s throughput under varying distances and viewing angles, power consumption, and its multi-link throughput.

Experiment Setup. We use the prototype described in § 5. By default, we set pulse width $t_{ON}$ as 500 ns, the time slot width $L$ as 3.2 $\mu$s, and the symbol length $t_{symbol}$ as 6.55 ms. The DarkLight receiver is placed right under the transmitter at 1.3-m distance. The receiver sample light signals using a USRP with 1 MS/s sampling rate and decodes data. We then calculate throughput (i.e., the number of bits correctly received) and accuracy (i.e., percentage of bits correctly received) as our performance metrics. All experiments are repeated for five rounds.

6.1 User Perception

We conduct a user study to systematically examine user’s perception of the ultra-short light pulses from a DarkLight LED. We recruit 20 participants (13 male and 7 female) between 22 to 60 years old. We mount a DarkLight LED with a lampshade on an office ceiling (2.6 m in height, Figure 10). We examine whether participants can distinguish a DarkLight LED and an LED that is actually off. We randomly switch the LED between the light-off mode and the DarkLight mode with different duty cycles (pulse width 500 ns). Participants are not aware of LED’s actual state. For each trial, users select whether they believe the light is on or off. For each LED state, which appears three times, we calculate how likely users perceive the LED off by the ratio $R_{eff} = \frac{N_{on}}{N_{on} + N_{off}}$. 

To minimize the impact of sensor data noise, the FPGA fetches 1024 samples each time and computes the average. The sensing duration is 1.024 ms in total.

We have obtained the IRB approval at our local institution for the user study.
where \( N_{\text{OFF}} \) and \( N_{\text{ON}} \) are the number of times that participants think the LED is off and on respectively.

As shown in Figure 10, we instruct users to view the LED in two manners: 1) indirect viewing, where participants look at the environment and make their judgments by perceiving the illuminance on walls, floor, and other objects in the room; and 2) direct viewing, where participants raise their heads and stare at the ceiling LED directly. The distance between user eyes and the LED is within 0.7 – 1 m. Indirect viewing is our primary target scenario since it is the more natural way we perceive ceiling LEDs in our daily life.

We conduct the experiment in five different ambient light conditions: (1) 550 lx–600 lx (e.g. a sunny day with fluorescent lights on); (2) 100 lx–150 lx (e.g. a sunny day with other artificial lights off); (3) 30 lx–50 lx (e.g. afternoon to dusk with other artificial lights off); (4) 2 lx–12 lx (e.g. afternoon to dusk with all window blinds down); (5) 0.01 lx–0.05 lx (e.g. on a clear night or in a completely dark room with windows covered by thick curtains).

Table 2 and Table 3 summarize the results in these two viewing settings, respectively. In the first column, we also include the illuminance measured at night incurred by the LED at 1 m distance for each LED duty cycle. An interesting note is that the \( R_{\text{off}} \) ratio is not always 1 even for the light-off mode, indicating the sophistication of human vision perception under varying ambient light levels. Thus the difference in the \( R_{\text{off}} \) value between DarkLight and light-off mode better indicates how well DarkLight performs in hiding light pulses. We make three key observations. First, in the indirect viewing scenario, our default LED duty cycle setting (0.007%) allows the DarkLight LED to be perceived very similar (\(< 7\% \) difference in \( R_{\text{off}} \)) to an LED in the actual light-off mode. It demonstrates the efficacy of DarkLight’s design principle. Second, ambient light levels greatly affect human perception of light. In a bright condition (ambient light level 1), a duty cycle of 0.33\% allows DarkLight LED to be indistinguishable from the light-off mode, whereas in the dark night (ambient light level 5) the duty cycle needs to be under 0.007\% for DarkLight LED to be similar to actual light-off mode. This result indicates the necessity of LED duty cycle adaptation (§ 3.3). Third, direct viewing is a much more challenging scenario as more photons enter human eyes. As a result, it requires a lower duty cycle (e.g., 0.0025\%) to keep DarkLight similar to the light-off mode in the day (ambient light level 1 - 3).

In the night, human eyes are sensitive to photons and can perceive the DarkLight LED in direct viewing. Note that this is an extreme viewing scenario for ceiling LEDs. Direct viewing is more natural when applying DarkLight to mobile devices for short-range (e.g., 10 cm) communication, where we can configure a shorter pulse width (e.g., 100 ns) to better keep light pulses imperceptible.

**Spatial Density.** After examining user’s perception of a single DarkLight LED, we next evaluate the perception of multiple DarkLight LEDs. We seek to understand whether the illuminance from \( m \) DarkLight LEDs is perceived the same as a single LED emitting the equal amount of illuminance with a duty cycle \( m \times \) times higher.

To this end, we test two scenarios as below: (1) 5 DarkLight LEDs (4 placed in a 7 cm \( \times \) 7 cm square and 1 in the square center) each with a duty cycle of \( x \), and (2) one LED with a duty cycle of \( 5x \). We conduct the user study with 5 participants in the direct viewing scenario, where the ambient illuminance is 564 lx. Table 4 compares the \( R_{\text{off}} \) ratios as LED duty cycle \( x \) varies. Our key observation is that users are much less likely to perceive light in scenario (1). This is because the same amount of optical energy is spatially spread out in scenario (1), making human eyes less sensitive [20]. Furthermore, users perceive 5 DarkLight LEDs (0.0141\%) almost the same as a single LED operating with a similar duty cycle (0.0177\%), because of the similar spatial density of optical energy. It demonstrates that scaling out DarkLight LEDs does not lose the imperceptibility.

**Flickering Effect.** We also examine whether DarkLight causes any flickering effect because of its long period (6.56 ms). In our implementation, the lowest flashing rate is approximately 160 Hz. In the user study, we ask users whether they perceive noticeable flickering. No user has reported any unless he/she stares at the LED at a very close distance (10 cm). The reason is that the minimal flashing rate to avoid flickering depends on the light intensity: the lower the light intensity, the lower the threshold [49]. Thus, although the lowest flashing rate of DarkLight is close to the threshold to avoid flickering for normal VLC, users do not perceive flickering in DarkLight.

### 6.2 Single-Link Performance

We now examine the performance of a single DarkLight link, focusing on the impact of different practical factors on its throughput. We also examine the power consumption of both the LED front end and driving circuits.

**Throughput.** We start with testing DarkLight’s throughput at the default distance (1.3 m). Given that the time slot width \( L \) is a key parameter in DarkLight modulation (§ 3.2), we vary \( L \) under the default LED duty cycle to examine its impact on link throughput. We test three slot widths: 800 ns, 1600 ns, and 3200 ns, translating to 13, 12, and 11 bits encoded per symbol (6.56 ms), respectively. We transmit 1000 random bits each time and configure the RX with different sampling rates to measure the resulting throughput.

From Figure 11(a), we observe that DarkLight achieves 1.6 - 1.8 Kbps overall throughput once the sampling rate is sufficient to support a given time slot width. As expected, short time slots demand
Supporting Distance. We now evaluate DarkLight’s supporting distance. We measure DarkLight’s throughput and accuracy as we vary the link distance from 1.2 m to 1.8 m. We test three pulse widths (500 ns, 700 ns, 800 ns). We place the receiver photodiode right below the LED with zero offset. Figure 11(b) shows that the default pulse width (500 ns) supports up to 1.3-m distance while maintaining 1.6-Kbps data rate. The throughput drops quickly to zero after the supporting distance, because the light intensity drops to the same level as circuit noise, making the receiver unable to detect any rise edge. A wider pulse width supports longer distances because a longer pulse duration allows the LED to ascend to a higher light intensity before LED reaches its peak. In practice, we set the pulse width based on the target distance in different application scenarios. From our experiments, we also observe that adding the lampshade decreases the supporting distance by approximately 30 cm. In office settings, human hands are typically 1.5 m away from the ceiling and thus 700–800 ns pulse width is sufficient.

Viewing Angle. Next we test DarkLight’s robustness against receiver misalignment given the FoV of the LED and receiver photodiode. We move the receiver photodiode with different incidence angles while keeping the photodiode upward at a fixed distance to the LED. For each incidence angle, we measure the resulting throughput and accuracy at the receiver. Figure 11(c) plots the results for different link distances (0.5 m – 1.1 m). Our first observation is that the maximum viewing angle starts to decrease when the distance is longer than 0.9 m. This is because at shorter distances, the incidence angle dominates the degradation of the light intensity, while at longer distances, the distance dominates the degradation. Another observation is that that DarkLight is more robust against misalignments under longer link distances. For example, the coverage radius at 0.5 m is 12.9 cm (0.5 m × sin 15°), while at 1.1 m is 19.1 cm (1.1 m × sin 10°). This is because light beam propagates more widely as it travels further in a cone shape and thus the same offset distance results into smaller incidence angle thus smaller degradation in light intensity even at longer distances. The viewing angle of our current prototype, approximately 15°, is mainly limited by the FoV (18°) of the receiver photodiode (SD5421), which has a lens to focus light for higher gain.

Adaptation. Next we examine DarkLight’s adaptiveness to ambient light fluctuations. We emulate ambient light change using a smartphone flashlight (Figure 12(a)). We use a commercial light meter (EXTECH 401036) to map the photodiode’s voltage reading to the sensed illuminance, based on which the DarkLight LED adapts its current data rate. Figure 12(b) plots photodiode’s voltage readings and the instantaneous throughput at the receiver, as the flashlight is moving towards and then away from the LED. The horizontal lines mark the voltage levels for transitioning to another data rate according to Table 1. We observe that DarkLight gracefully adapts its data rate as ambient light varies. The adaptation delay is within 5 seconds, because the FPGA fetches photodiode’s data every 5 seconds (§ 5).

Power Consumption. DarkLight’s power consumption comes from the LED front end and the driving circuits at both the transmitter and receiver. We measure the power consumption of the driving circuits as follows. For the FPGA, we estimate its post-routing power consumption using the power analysis tool provided in Xilinx Vivado. For each circuit component, we measure its power by $P = VID$. We connect a high-power, accurate 1-Ω resistor in series to each positive power rail (e.g. $Vdd$) and measure the voltage drop across the resistor using a digital multimeter. It allows us to obtain the current from the power supply. If the power supply is single-voltage supply, we use $P = VddID$; if it is dual-voltage supply (e.g. ±2.5 V), we use $P = 2VddID$. When the current is too small (< 0.1 mA) with the resulting voltage (< 0.1 mV) across the resistor beyond voltage meter’s resolution, we directly measure the current using the current meter. For the MOSFET gate driver, its power dissipation is $P = C_{load}Vd^2f$, where $C_{load}$ includes the capacitance of the load (i.e., the input capacitance of the MOSFET, 529 pF) and the parasitic capacitance of the wiring from the gate
driver to the MOSFET, $V_{cc}$ is 6 V (Figure 8), and $f_S$ is the switching frequency. Note that we switch only once per symbol, so we need to multiply the frequency of the light pulse by the duty cycle. Because we are unable to measure the parasitic capacitance of the wiring, we stick to the $P = V f$ estimation. We measure 5 duty cycles from 0.0064% to 0.014% and 3 pulse widths (500 ns, 600 ns, 800 ns). The receiver’s power consumption, based on our measurement, does not change with LED duty cycle.

Table 6 summarizes the power consumption of different circuit components. Overall, the driving circuits are very energy-efficient, with power consumption below 78 mW for the transmitter and 50 mW for the receiver, where the FPGA and the transimpedance amplifier dominate the power consumption. We can further lower the power by replacing the FPGA with ASIC.

Figure 13 plots the power consumption of the LED front end as its duty cycle increases under different pulse widths. As expected, given a pulse width, the LED power increases linearly with the duty cycle. Yet with the small duty cycles used in DarkLight, the LED power stays below 500 µW, whereas standard LEDs achieve 800-ns pulses leading to higher power. However, a longer pulse also entails a longer symbol length to maintain a given duty cycle, which compensates the increase in the pulse energy. Thus 600-ns pulses consume slightly lower power than that of 800 ns.

We further compare DarkLight’s energy footprint to normal VLC, using the metric of energy consumption per bit (Joule/b). To eliminate the discrepancy in hardware implementation, we implement normal VLC on the same DarkLight prototype by increasing its duty cycle to 8% while fixing the pulse duration. Table 6 summarizes the power consumption of different circuit components. Overall, the driving circuits are very energy-efficient, with power consumption below 78 mW for the transmitter and 50 mW for the receiver, where the FPGA and the transimpedance amplifier dominate the power consumption. We can further lower the power by replacing the FPGA with ASIC.

Figure 13 plots the power consumption of the LED front end as its duty cycle increases under different pulse widths. As expected, given a pulse width, the LED power increases linearly with the duty cycle. Yet with the small duty cycles used in DarkLight, the LED power stays below 500 µW, whereas standard LEDs achieve 800-ns pulses leading to higher power. However, a longer pulse also entails a longer symbol length to maintain a given duty cycle, which compensates the increase in the pulse energy. Thus 600-ns pulses consume slightly lower power than that of 800 ns.

We further compare DarkLight’s energy footprint to normal VLC, using the metric of energy consumption per bit (Joule/b). To eliminate the discrepancy in hardware implementation, we implement normal VLC on the same DarkLight prototype by increasing its duty cycle to 8% while fixing the pulse duration. Table 6 summarizes the comparison. We observe that DarkLight consumes only 13.6% of normal VLC’s energy to transfer one bit, because of its encoding efficiency (encoding 10x more bits per light pulse than OOK) and its low-power circuit design. While normal VLC can boost data rates using advanced modulation schemes such as OFDM, these modulation schemes require higher-end driving circuit with higher energy cost. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has measured the circuit energy overhead of OFDM VLC systems, so no detailed comparison can be made. Since the power of IR emitters (100 mW to 20 W [1, 2, 4, 6]) is similar to that of LEDs, we expect DarkLight achieves similar energy gains over IR.

### 6.3 Multi-Link Performance

Finally we evaluate DarkLight’s performance when multiple links are present. Because of the high directionality of light propagation and the limited viewing angles (FoV) of photodiodes, a VLC network inherently allows dense concurrent links transmitting data successfully and a DarkLight network is no exception. However, in a small local region, light signals within a photodiode’s FoV can still collide and interfere with one another. Our multi-link experiments aim to examine how a DarkLight receiver deals with multiple perceived DarkLight LEDs, using the design in § 4.

#### Synchronized LEDs

We first examine scenarios with synchronized LEDs (e.g., ceiling LEDs all centrally controlled), where we set up 20 DarkLight LEDs in a 0.3 m × 0.2 m (0.06 m²) rectangle area (Figure 14(a)) to emulate a local conflict zone in the DarkLight network. These LEDs are centrally controlled by an FPGA. We instantiate multiple DarkLight modules on the FPGA and create a top control module to allocate the start times of these LEDs’ ‘time slots.’ It ensures that the start times of LEDs’ time slots are spread out without any two less than $L/N$ away, where $L$ is slot width and $N$ is the transmitter number. We gradually switch on LEDs to increase the number of transmitters. For each given number of LEDs, we configure $L$ to the optimal $L^*$ that allows the receiver to receive packets from all transmitters successfully.

Figure 14(b) plots the receiver’s throughput as the number of perceived LEDs increases. We observe that the throughput at a single receiver increases almost linearly with the number of LEDs. It demonstrates the efficacy of DarkLight’s design in dealing with interfering transmitters. The marginal gain decreases as the number of LEDs grows. It is because that when we increase LEDs, for a given sampling rate and symbol length, we need to extend the slot width to make sure the rise edges from multiple LEDs are distinguishable. So the number of bits encoded per symbol decreases for all LEDs. The implication behind the throughput gain provided by LED number is that we increase the pulse density and naturally it will increase the added optical transmit power, thus added luminance. But it is different from increasing the duty cycle of a single link because the emitted photons are spread out, resulting into multiple line-of-sight paths, which can be valuable for visible light sensing applications.

#### Unsynchronized LEDs

We next examine scenarios with unsynchronized LEDs (e.g., DarkLight used in mobile devices in a peer-to-peer manner, or in diverse surrounding asynchronous lights for light sensing [39, 52]), where LEDs start their transmissions without any coordination. Specifically, we test the worst-case scenario, where for all LEDs within the viewing angle of a receiver’s photodiode, their packets overlap. We use the same LED layout shown in Figure 14(a) and configure $L$ based on the slot configuration in § 4.2. Each transmitter selects a random slot offset (the random numbers are generated beforehand and stored in the FPGA’s ROM) with respect to its previous packet slots. An LED transmits 100 packets continuously in each round of experiment. In Figure 14(b), we plot the network throughput as the number of LEDs increases to 20. We observe that network throughput is approximately half that of synchronized LEDs, mainly because longer slot width results in fewer bits encoded in each symbol and slot collision can corrupt decoding, which does not occur among synchronized LEDs.

We further validate the efficacy of the collision probability model and the slot configuration in § 4.2 by experimenting 5 LEDs. For a given number of LEDs, we log the packets correctly received and calculate the ratio of these packets, referred to as the collision-free rate. We repeat the experiment as we vary the slot width from

---

3For 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, and 20 LEDs in a 0.06-m² area, the optimal $L$ for synchronized LEDs is 12.8 µs, 12.8 µs, 25.6 µs, 25.6 µs, 51.2 µs, 51.2 µs, and 102.4 µs respectively.

4For 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, and 20 LEDs in a 0.06-m² area, the optimal $L$ for unsynchronized LEDs is 25.6 µs, 51.2 µs, 51.2 µs, 102.4 µs, 204.8 µs, 204.8 µs, and 204.8 µs respectively.
12.8 µs to 409.6 µs and increase the number of LEDs from 2 to 5. In Figure 14(c), we compare the measured collision-free rates indicated as markers to that derived by our model indicated by lines. The experimental results well align with the model, validating the model accuracy. We further examine whether the optimal slot width ($L^*$) derived from our model indeed leads to the highest throughput. In Figure 14(d), we plot the network throughput achieved by each slot width and mark $L^*$ as vertical lines for different number of LEDs. We observe that $L^*$ lies in very close proximity to the throughput peak in all cases. The small offset is due to the fact that in Eq. (2), the number of bits per symbol is not rounded to a number that is power of two. This is to ensure the expected throughput differentiable and we can optimize it conveniently. Overall the analytical $L^*$ accurately reflects the actual throughput performance.

7. RELATED WORK

Low-Luminance VLC. Two prior works have studied a similar concept of DarkLight. In [17], Borogovac et al. analyzed the achievable data rates in varying low illumination levels. They leveraged optical channel models to derive SNRs and the theoretical data rates. Our work differs in that we present a complete system design to realize light communication in the dark. Another prior work is our preliminary study [48], where we demonstrated the feasibility of a single-link DarkLight using off-the-shelf LEDs and photodiodes, with a communication distance of 10 cm. In this work, we have greatly advanced the design, extended the supporting distance, and addressed the networking challenge in multi-link scenarios.

VLC Modulation. Active research has studied VLC modulation designs. We classify them into two categories: 1) basic single-carrier pulse modulation schemes that encode bits into pulse presence [43, 51], pulse width, pulse position [41, 44, 45], pulse amplitude, the light polarization [57], or color [29], and 2) advanced multi-carrier pulse modulation schemes (e.g., OFDM) that require more complicated hardware [21, 23]. In this work, we focus on single-carrier pulse modulation schemes for hardware simplicity. DarkLight’s modulation design is inspired by prior schemes. It faces a new constraint of keeping light pulses imperceptible.

VLC Applications. Prior works [11, 26, 56, 58] have investigated using signal lights and car’s headlights to enable road-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-vehicle communication and improve road safety. In addition to communication, other VLC applications include indoor localization and human sensing. VLC-based localization employs LEDs as anchors that broadcast beacons with light IDs and locations [35, 38]. A recent design [57] further allowed any light sources to be used for indoor localization. Aminikashani et al. investigated positioning in OFDM-based VLC systems [10]. In [54], Xie et al. proposed adding IDs to lights by covering each light with a coded lampshade that rotates around the LED. A recent work combined inertial and light sensors on smartphones for indoor localization without modulating the light [55]. Visible light sensing collects light intensity values from photodiodes and tracks bodies [39, 40] or finger movements [59]. All these systems can leverage DarkLight to broaden their sensing scenarios.

IR Communication. IR communication shares similarity with DarkLight, as it is also imperceptible and operates on optical channels. Prior works [8, 12, 18, 19, 25, 32, 33, 47] have extensively studied its modulation schemes using intensity modulation with direct detection (e.g., OOK, PPM, and subcarrier modulation), IR’s channel characteristics, potential IR noise sources, MAC protocols, and designs of transmitters and receivers to maximize the link signal-to-noise ratios. However, these modulation schemes are designed for intrinsically imperceptible IR and cannot keep DarkLight’s light pulses imperceptible.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented DarkLight, a new VLC primitive that allows light-based communication to be sustained even when LED lights appear dark or off. We tackled systems challenges to realize DarkLight using off-the-shelf, low-cost LEDs and photodiodes. We also systematically studied the networking challenges of DarkLight and enabled a DarkLight receiver to receive data from multiple transmitters simultaneously. We demonstrated the efficacy of our design using a DarkLight prototype, which achieves 1.6 Kbps with 1.3-m supporting distance. DarkLight pushes the limits of existing VLC designs, fundamentally broadens VLC’s applicable scenarios, and provokes new thoughts on VLC applications.

Moving forward, we plan to advance DarkLight as follows. First, DarkLight’s current data rate and communication range are mainly constrained by the response time of low-end LEDs and low-cost photodiodes. To boost DarkLight’s data rate and range, we will explore higher-end LEDs and photodiodes to examine DarkLight’s ultimate limit. We will also consider more advanced driving circuit designs such as pulse shaping techniques [14, 15, 16, 27] to generate shorter and higher light pulses. Second, we will improve DarkLight’s energy efficiency. We use USRP in our current prototype to explore the impact of different sampling rate. For a given application, we can replace USRP with a dedicated ADC consuming lower power. Existing ADCs [5] supporting 2Msps sampling rate consume only 3.7 mW power. We also plan to implement the transmitter and receiver using ASIC [9] to further lower the power. Third, the principle of DarkLight can be applied to IR to lower IR.
energy for eye safety. We will port our system to commercial IR emitters and examine its performance tradeoffs.
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Appendix

We claim that the volume of the event space is \((L - N\theta)^{N-1}\). According symmetry, the event space consists of multiple parts of equal volume and in each part, the points have different order. There are \((N - 1)!\) possible orders so there are \((N - 1)!\) number of parts. So we can calculate the volume of one part and then add them up. Without generality, let’s assume

\[
x_1 < x_2 < \ldots < x_{N-1}.
\]

Then the part can be expressed as, eliminating the absolute value:

\[
\theta < x_1 < L - (N - 1)\theta,
\]

\[
x_1 + \theta < x_2 < L - (N - 2)\theta,
\]

\[
\ldots
\]

\[
x_{N-2} + \theta < x_{N-1} < L - \theta.
\]

Then the volume of the part can be calculated using the following integral:

\[
V = \int_{\theta}^{L-(N-1)\theta} \int_{x_1+\theta}^{L-(N-2)\theta} \ldots \int_{x_{N-2}+\theta}^{L-\theta} dx_{N-1} \ldots dx_2 dx_1
\]

Let’s substitute the variables by:

\[
y_1 = x_1 - \theta,
\]

\[
y_2 = x_2 - 2\theta,
\]

\[
\ldots
\]

\[
y_{N-1} = x_{N-1} - (N - 1)\theta.
\]

Then,

\[
V = \int_{0}^{L-N\theta} \int_{y_1}^{L-N\theta} \ldots \int_{y_{N-2}}^{L-N\theta} dy_{N-1} \ldots dy_2 dy_1
\]

\[
= \int_{0}^{L-N\theta} \ldots \int_{y_{N-2}}^{L-N\theta} (L - N\theta - y_{N-2}) dy_{N-2} \ldots dy_1
\]

\[
= \int_{0}^{L-N\theta} \ldots \int_{y_{N-3}}^{L-N\theta} -(y_{N-2} - (L - N\theta)) dy_{N-2} \ldots dy_1
\]

We have

\[
\int_{y_{N-3}}^{L-N\theta} -(y_{N-2} - (L - N\theta)) dy_{N-2}
\]

\[
= -\frac{1}{2} (y_{N-2} - (L - N\theta))^2 \bigg|_{y_{N-3}}^{L-N\theta}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{2} (y_{N-3} - (L - N\theta))^2.
\]

Therefore the volume of the original event space is

\[
(N - 1)! \cdot V = (L - N\theta)^{N-1}
\]
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